# CLEANSPACE™ DONNING GUIDE

## 1. BEFORE DONNING
- Check you have all parts - power unit with harness & neck support, mask & filter
- Inspect for damage
- Check the power unit is charged (three green lights) and filter is in place.

## IMPORTANT: DON THE RESPIRATOR BEFORE ENTERING THE CONTAMINATED AREA

## 2. DONNING HALF MASK
- Click ONE side of the mask to the power unit. Leave the other side open
- Turn power unit on. NOTE the motor and air will not flow until the respirator is donned and has detected breathing.
- Place unit around the back of the neck with the mask facing forward hanging under the chin. Position the face piece on the face with the chin in the mask and the apex of the mask comfortably on the nose bridge.
- To Adjust, have the Mask and power unit in place, the adjust buttons on either side can be used to tighten or loosen the system.

## 3. DONNING FULL MASK
- Loosen the mask straps and Don the full face and tighten straps to fit.
- Turn power unit on. NOTE the motor and air will not flow until the respirator is donned and has detected breathing. Place the power unit at the back of the neck and clip on to the full face mask on both sides. Start breathing. The motor and air flow should start.

Please read CleanSpace Respirator User Instructions before use.
1. DOFFING

**IMPORTANT:** BEFORE DOFFING
LEAVE THE CONTAMINATED AREA

- Loosen the adjustment straps of the mask
- Find the rough button near the air clip and unclip one side of the mask and remove the mask and power unit.

**NOTE:** the power unit will automatically switch off after 10 secs.

2. CLEAN

- Unclip the mask from the power unit
- Clean the mask with warm soapy water and wipe down the power unit.

**IMPORTANT:** DO NOT SUBMERGE OR EXPOSE THE POWER UNIT TO EXCESS WATER

3. CHECK

- Check the parts for damage.
- Check the filter alarm and replace filter if required

4. CHARGE

- Charge the power unit ready for use in the next shift.